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What is RINO Meme Coin?
RINO is a pejorative term used to address US republicans who are considered

insufficiently loyal to the republican party and are not aligned with the party's
ideology. RINO Meme coin will be a decentralised cryptocurrency targeted at a

true republicans audience. Rino Coin will uphold The United States
foundational values of freedom, patriotism and truth.
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MEME COIN COMPS
Meme coins trade with high volatility, they have room to grow
depending on the market and what they represent. 

RINO Coin market cap is currently under $250,000 vs Elon
Musk’s Doge Coin which is at 23 Billion market cap

RINO Coin market cap is currently under $250,000 vs Trump
Coin which is at 350 Million market cap.

47 Billion RINO coins total supply vs Elon Musk’s Doge Coin
which is 143 Billion circulating supply.

47 Billion RINO coins total supply vs Trump Coin which is 47
Million circulating supply.
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DOGE COIN
$24 Billion

TRUMP COIN
$350 Million

RINO COIN 
$250,000MARKET CAP 

SUPPLY 47 BILLION 47 MILLION 144 BILLION

MEME COIN COMPS
HTTPS://RINOCOIN47.COM

RINO HODLER STRATEGY

We want to encourage freedom of
speach and patriotism by collecting
your coins. While still having a large

value of coins left.
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TOKENOMICS

Anti-dumping Mission Focused
Our goal is to bring awareness

to the RINOs.

Liquidity Lock
99% of liquidity pool

will be locked
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The current administration is at war with our country. The radical
Democrats are trying to erase our freedoms and way of life! You
have to prepare for what could happen next... 

It took Barack Obama seven years to go from “A president is not above the law” to
“We’re not just going to be waiting for legislation … I’ve got a pen and I’ve got a
phone.” Joe Biden did it in just three months.

In October 2020, candidate Biden explained, “You can’t legislate by executive order
unless you’re a dictator.” Three months later, President Biden issued 29 executive
actions within three days of taking office.

As of April 29, Biden had issued 41 executive orders, more than twice the number
issued by either Obama (19) or Bush (11), and two-thirds more than Trump (25).
Counting other unilateral executive actions, but excluding mostly symbolic actions
like, say, declaring a National Agriculture Day, Biden issued 64 compared to 54, 41,
and 20 for Trump, Obama, and Bush, respectively.

STORYTELLING
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The national debt is at 31 trillion that is each person in this country is in debt to the tune
of $100,000 dollars. If you think the US dollar and banking industry cannot sustain any
more pressure, you are not alone. CNBC on April 8, 2022 has run a story on this subject
and the leading experts are warning of this potential event.

With the ever growing potential that the US dollar will drop due to the enormous debt
this country has accumulated, The trade policies, from this current administration, and
the rapid printing of money that is not backed by gold anymore, your only defense from
waking up one day and learning your money is worth nothing is to insure your future
with Rino Digital Currency. 

The Rino Digital Currency is on the blockchain, and cannot be touched. The very limited
number of minted coins will ensure the value stays high and available for use worldwide.
Timing could not be better as this is a limited offering for select patriots that have been
invited by invitation only.

STORYTELLING
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LISTED ON CENTRALIZED EXCHANGE
HTTPS://RINOCOIN47.COM

Click to buy on 
central exchange

Click to buy on 
central exchange
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https://dex-trade.com/spot/trading/RINOETH?interface=fullscreen
https://bitstorage.finance/spot/trading/RINOETH?interface=classic


HOW TO BUY HTTPS://RINOCOIN47.COM

STEP 1 
Dowload Metemask from the App Store
and follow the instructions

STEP 2
Be sure to write down your secret
recovery phrases in a safe place 

STEP 3
Purchase Etherium in
order to buy RINO Coin
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HOW TO BUY / IMPORT TOKEN HTTPS://RINOCOIN47.COM

STEP 5
Add RINO token contract address
and confirm import

0XA868952BC6229
05528F61C5DE74CC

1CF652CA503

RINO TOKEN CONTRACT
ADDRESS: 

STEP 4
Click import token

STEP 6 
Preview succesful token import 

$500

$500

STEP 7
Click on your Ethereum 

$500

$500
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HOW TO BUY / ETH FOR RINO HTTPS://RINOCOIN47.COM

STEP 8
Select a token / Find RINO

$500

STEP 9
Type “RINO” and select

STEP 10
Confirm manually
added token

STEP 11
Swipe right to confirm
purchase

$500
$500
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HOW TO BUY / 
CONFIRMATION 
OF PURCHASE
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STEP 12
RINO succesfully swaped
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CONCLUSION
In Life timing is everything.

Bill Gates, was at the right time when he started developing software, Steve Jobs recognized
the world needed personal computers, Satoshi Nakamoto the founder and developer of
Bitcoin, Sam Bankman-Fried recognized the need to build the crypto exchange FTX and now,
“YOU” have an opportunity to be part of the political revolution, here in the United States, the
next couple of years will be one of the most fought, AND EXPENSIVE campaigns between the
Democrats, Republicans and yes, the RINO term has beeen gainaing traction, and with the
upcoming elections, it's set to explode in popularity - in crypto terms, this means RINO coin will
ride the wave and gain tremendous value while doing so. 

Opportunity is within your reach, the question is will you take it or be one of the people that
say a few years later, I had the chance, if I had only, or what would life have been if I had
spent a thousand dollars on some Rino Coin?
 
“There's only one difference between slaughter and laughter, make sure you're on the
laughing side.” 
 ― Ana Salote, Oy Yew

“There's only one difference
between slaughter and

laughter, make sure you're
on the laughing side.” 
 ― Ana Salote, Oy Yew
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https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/23978622
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